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INTRODUCTION
  A nondegenerate nonsingular complex projective algebraic variety X" c PN has many well under-
stood numerical invariants, such as dimension n, codimension a = N - n, degree d, classes la (cf.
below) etc. However, except for the dimension, these invariants depend on embedding and do not
characterize .X as an abstract variety. Viewed as an abstract variety, X has other numerical invariants,
such as products of Chern classes (e.g. the selfintersection (Kk), where Kx is the canonical class of X).

However, the most important numerical invariants of the abstract variety X are probably its Hodge
                                     i
numbers hP'q(X) and Betti numbers bi(X) = 2 hi-g'g(X). Thus it is reasonable to ask what ate the

                                    q=O
possible values of "abstract" numerical invariants for a given projective variety X and in particular
what are the restrictions on topology imposed by being contained in a given projective space with given
invariants?

  The case n == 1, IV =: 2 is classical and easy. If g is the genus of X and bi = 2g is the first Betti
number, then bi = (d - 1)(d - 2), so that the C`abstract" invariants are determined by the projective
ones (this is no surprise since it is clear that alI nonsingular plane curves are diffeomorphic to each
other). These important formulas which seem obvious to us are actually quite deep (especially the
relationship between the genus and the first Betti number) and are due to Riemann.
  The situation is similar in the case when IV = n+1, i.e. for hypersurfaces of arbitrary dimension (for

the Betti numbers one can use the same argument while the claim for the Hodge numbers follows from
the one for the Betti numbers and semicontinuity). But already the case of space curves is much more
complicated. For example, there exist two types of nonsingular curves of degree four on a nonsingular
quadric in P3, viz. a rational curve of type (3, 1) and an elliptic one of type (2,2). The case of space

curves was settled by Halphen in the paper [Hal] bringing him (together with Noether) the Steiner
prize from the Berlin Academy of Sciences. Roughly speaking, Halphen proved that if X c P3 is a
curve of degree d and m is the minimum of the degrees of surfaces containing X, then bi(X) does not
      cl]
exceed - + • • • , where dots stand for a linear function in d, and, under certain assumptions, described
      mthe curves of maximal genus for given d and m. ln particular, from Halphen's results it follows that
                                                       clt2
the first Betti number ofanonsingulat space curve does not exceed r l}- +•-•, i.e. is, roughly, at least

twice less than that of plane curves of the saine degree, and the curves with maximal Betti number
lie on a quadric. A modern treatment and refinement of Halphen's theory was given by Gruson and
Peskine [G-P] and Harris [Har].
  In the case when X c PN is a nondegenerate nonsingular curve of arbitrar}t codimension a = N - 1,

                                               d2
Castelnuovo proved (cf. [Castl] and [Cast2]) that bi (X) g - + • • - and classified the curves for which
                                                abi attains maximal value for given d and a; it turns out that such a curve has to lie on a surface of
(minimal) degree N - 1 in PN (an exposition of Castelnuovo's theory can be found in [G-H, Ch. 2, S3

and Ch. 4, g3]; of course, the bounds in Halphen's and Castelnuovo's theories are quite explicit, but
for the sake of introduction we are satisfied with their leading terms).

  Casteinuovo's beautifu1 theory was generalized in many directions, but the only generalization to
varieties of dimension larger than one I know of is due to Harris [Har2]. To wit, Harris gives a sharp
bound for the geometric genus pg == h"'O of an arbitrary nondegenerate variety X c PN and classifies

the varieties on the boundary. Harris' s result is as powerful as Castelnuovo's one and is deduced from

it by induction. However, the geometric genus for higher dimensional varieties does not play a role
comparable to that of genus of curves. Therefore it is desirable to prove Castelnuovo type theorems
for other Hodge and Betti numbers of varieties of arbitrary dirnension.
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2 F. L. ZAK 

Castelnuovo bound for curves can be interpreted in several different ways. We presented it as a 

bound for the五rstBetti number b1, but one may also think of it as a bound for r1, where r1 is 
the degr四 ofthe ramification divisor of a general projection of X onto lP'1 (by the Riemann-Hurwitz 
formulaぅ r1= 2g + 2d -2）ー Alternatively,one can think of Castelnuo刊、 bou.ndas a bound for d*, 

where d* = μ1 is the class of the curve X, i.e. the degree of the dual hypersurface X本 c]f>Nホ（itis 
immediate that d* = r1). 

Castelnuovo bounds for r1 and μ1 generalize to the higher dimensional case, but there they yield 
di征erentbounds. Comparing them and using bounds for Betti numbers in terms of classes, we will 
finally get a bound for Betti numbers in terms of dimension, codimcnsion, and degree. 

Bounding Betti numbers of algebraic varieties has been a popular pursuit for the last century and 
a half，叩dhere we only mention some landmarks important for the development of this topic. ¥Ve 
already described bounds for the genus of complex prひjectivecurves. Most subsequent papers on Betti 
numbers dealt primarily with real varieties; results for complex varieties wぽ ederived仕omthese by 
forgetting the compl巴xstructure, which, of course, resulted in loss of information. First general results 
on topology of real al仲間Evarieties were obtain吋 byHarnack [Harn] who pro刊 dthat the number of 
ovals (i.e. the first Betti number b1 which in thおsetupequals bo) of a nonsi時 ularreal plane algebraic 

(d l)(d 2) 
curve of degree d does not exceed + 1. Considerable progrモssin the study of Betti 

2 
numbers was made bヴPetrovs凶 andOleinik [01] who, ho明刊に likeHarnack, considered only the case 
of hypersurfaces. Milnor [Mil2] and Thom [T吋independentlyand almost simultaneously obtained 
bounds for the total Betti number b = L; b; valid for algebraic varieties of arbitrary codimension, both 
real and complex ones. Milnor “deforms" an arbitrary re叫 affinevariety V which c担 bedefined by 
equations of degree ::; k to a smooth affine hypersurface of degree 三2kand田町 anOleinik type bound 
for hypersurfaces to give a bound for the toもalBetti number of V in terms of k and the dimension of 
the ambient affine space. Bounds for complex algebraic varieties紅 eobtained as a consequenαof the 
bounds in the real affine case; to obtain them Milnor considers separately the real and imagina巧 parts
of coordinates and equations, which r哩＇suitsin further loss of sharpness. The projective case is reduced 
to the a血neone. Using the inequality k ::; d (and thus passing from the degrees of equations to the 
d巴gr田 ofvariety）う onec組問v.Tite_Milnβr-Thom’s inequality for real projective varieties in the form 
b(X1.t) < c ・ dN+I and for complex projective varieties in the form b(Xc）く c・d2N+2,where cニ c(N)
is a constant dep叩 dingon the dimension of the ambient JP>N = (X）ー AsMilnor himself pointed out, 
these estimates are "presumably rather crude" and“certainly not best possible”. Recently Laszlo and 
Viterbo [L-刊 combinedsome bounds for Chern classes of complex man 
obtain a bound of the form b < c ・ d冗＋1,where n = dimX組 dc = c(n), valid both for complex and 
real projective varieties (in the latest case only for homology with coefficients in 7l/27l). Unfortunately, 
their bound also fails to be sharp, and so there is no question of describing varieties on the bounda:τy. 
The motivation behind [Mil2], [L－同組dother papers on a similar topic was that total Betti number 
measures“complexity”of variety, so that bounding this number and巴xploringvarieties on the boundary 
will give a bound of complexity and an idea of what the “most complex" varieties look like. Howe刊 r,
as we will see, varie 
simple from the point of view of alg汚braicge。metry.

In this papぽ wegive sharp (or asymptotically sharp) bounds for the to七alBetti number (with 
arbitrary coe侃cients)of nonsingular comp』exprojective varieties and exp凶nwhere to look for varieties 
on the boundary. These bounds generalize Castelnuovo bound for curves叩 dstrengthen the bounds 
for the total Betti number mentioned above. We also get bounds for the individual Betti numbers, but 
these a叩 sharp(or asympto七icallysharp) only in the case of middle homology. 

As we already pointed out, we derive bounds for Betti numbers from bounds for classes of complex 
projective varieties {cf. below). This c組 bedone in two ways, viz. using Lefschetz theory or adapting 
Morse theory to study projective varieties. The first method works over組 arbitraryalgebraically 
closed field, but yields somewhat weaker results. Her官 weuse the second method. While classical 
Morse theory deals with compact manifolds, he民 weconsider its relative version o明 ra proj舵 tiveline. 
Thおallowsus to study Lefschetz pencils叩 dto develop what we call Morse-Lefschetz theory. 

In the first section we show how the classical invariants called classes C加 beused to bound or 
even compute import加 ttopological invariants of nonsingular affine or projective algebraic varieties. 
If X C JP>N is an n-dimensional projective variety, then the n-th class or simply the class μπ ＝μη（X) 

is defined as the degree d* of the dual variety X本cJP'N本（calledcodeg附） provided tl国 X牢 isa 

hypersurface in pN事組dzero otherwise (we recall that Xホ isthe locus of b阻 genthyperplanes to X, 
i.e. the hyperpl加 escontaining the projective t叩 gentspace Tx,x at a nonsingular point zモX).For 
the purpos杷 ofthis introduction (and肝 m the P叩 eras a whole), one c祖 definethe i-th class 灼（X),
0 ::; i ::; n as the class of the intersection of X with a general linear subspace of codimension n -i in 
JP>N. In particular, μ0 is equal to the degree d of X and μ1 is the class of a general curve section C of X 
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which by the Riemann-Hurwitz formula equals 2gc + 2d -2. It turns out that when X is nonsingular 

one has b；二九匁 z話的÷μ； 2 + μ; 4 + ... , i :::.; n and t口（%÷1）向－nμ1÷｛ぬ－ 1)μ2一－・・， where e 

is the Euler-Poincare characteristic of X. We get even more simplむboundsand formulas for the Betti 
numbers and Euler characteristic of a nonsin伊 lara血nevariety in terms of the classes of its projective 
closure. Our result日givea bett畦runderstanding of and 日trengthenL日fschetz’stheorems. 

The results of the first section reduce the problem of bounding the Betti numbers of a nonsin♂ilar 
proj芭ctivevariety X to that of bounding the classes of X. Classes組 d,particularly, the cod晋gree
are themselves important invariants of projective varieties. For exampleヲ whit日varietiesof codegree 
one and two are, respectively, lin日arspaces and quadrics, class1五cationof varieti昨日 ofcodegr悦 threeis 
already deep組 dn州市ial(cf. [Za, Ch. IV’The＜》rem5.2］）却dcl品ssi五cationof＇沼ariet悶 ofcode巨re
fo註rhasねoty君tb母e数 co訟 pleted.In [Za2] w日prov，壱 vario田 sharplower bounds for d* and clおおifythe 
Vぽ ietieson the boundary. Howev日r,ta bound the Betti numbers from above we need upper bounds for 
classes. In the second section w暗 giveupper bounds for classes in terms of degr昭日目 of selfint日rsections
of ramification divisors. The ramification divisor R C X of a general linear proj悦 tionp: X吋 IP'nis a 
handy tool to君主plorethe geom杭 ryof Xラ。ftenmore convenient th組 thecanonical class K (on壱 has
R～K + (n+ l)H, where His a hyperplane section) because it is ample {Za, Chapter I, Corollary 2.14) 
and even very ampl日［Ein].Put r; = degRi = (RiH11-i). Using t恥 Hodgeindex theorem, we show 

ri . . . r1 r2 
that th日subsequentquotients…ー forma non1ncrea.smg sequence, i.e.一三ーと・・・：三」L ，組dso 

Ti-1 ro r1 Tn…l 

“づ士1＝岳T 羽阜ar弘 forn > 1 the number山 stab！壱 1 幻筋siれ agenera 
T 畑 u・ -
0 -

section, and thus is bounded by Castelnuovo's theorem for curves. On the other h組 d,we show that 
the i-th class is bounded by ri, viz. μ; :::.; rゎ Thusth暗 r日suitsof section 2 yield an upper bound for 
the classes in t壱rmsof dimension, codimension怨 iddegree. 三毛込 alsoobt昌ina univ君主治lsharp bound for 
classes in terms of dimension and degree; this bound does not involv＇のcodimension.Finally, in section 2 
we get a sharp bound for the cla.sses of varieties of given dimension η 阻 dcodimension a defined by 
equations whose degree does not exceed d. 

Combining the bounds for classes obtained in section 2 with the bounds for Betti numbers from 
section 1, in section 3 we get bounds for Betti numbers泌総rmsof dimension n, codimension a, and 
degree d. The e抑制tapplication is that hypersurfaces have the maximal B机tinumber among all 
varieti昨日 ofgiven dimension and degree. W昭 alsoobtain a bound for Betti numbers of varieties of given 
dimension n組 dcodimensionαdefined by equations whose degree does not exceed d. 

E詮 sectio凶 w君ex；》lain官 her喧 toloo主forv絞 i君tieswith m呂エin誠 i捻v舷 iarお（b哲itr昌n
class or B日ttinumb昭r百） and obtain sharp bounds for th日明暗 invariants (at lea.st for varieties of sufficiently 
large d昨日ree).Furth暗rmore,w昭discusssome generalizations (of special import品neeis the extension of 
our results to Chern叩 dHodg町numbers)and open problems. 

While giving prec間 statements昌ndexplaining our approach from differ邑ntpoints of view (p低価

ticularly in the first three chapters), in this paper we do not give proofs; detail日dproofs will appear 
elsewhere. 

NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS 

Throughout the paper we consider nondegenerate varieties, that is, varieties sp組 ningthe却 ibient
linear space. Thus X denotes a nondegenerate n-dimensional projective variety in IP'N, L00 C IP'N the 
hyperplane “at infinityヘX°"= L閣内x.For a nondegenerate variety xn c IP'N, we denote byαits 
co必mension:a = codim X = N -n. 1主主~denote by xi, O三4壬nthe section of X by a general linear 
subsp品ceL; c nnN, codim ムニ n-i, so that X; is a nondegenerate projective variety of dimension i. 
Sometimes we出 od日note丸山iby X＇制 Xn-2by X". The掛川 var凶 yX ¥ X00 will be usually 
denoted by V. For品 varietyY we denote by Sm Y (resp. Sing Y the set of smooth (resp. singular) 
points of Y. For a 関心 varietyX (resp. V), the set of its real points will be sometimes denoted by XR 
(r号sp.ぬ加dthe set of complex po註itsby Xe {resp.時）．

We use standard notations and conventions for homology, relative homology, and cohomology. As 
for Betti numbers, we usually state our r暗sultsfor b;(M) = b;(M, JF) = dim 肌（M,JF), where lF is a 
field. However, since we deduce statements for Betti numbers from those for cell complexes, usually 
our bounds are actually stronger. To官it,leもH;(M,Z）ぉ Zβ。②（Z/m1Z)f31EV・・・ EV (Z/mtZ）β＇，where 
m1, ... , mt are distinct powers of prime numbers, be a primary 由composition‘Thenour bounds are 

usually valid if we put b; = I;；：口：0!31. We denote by b山 b(M) = I;; b; the total Betti number and by 
e = e(M) ＝乞；（－l)ib;(M,Q>) the E1』ler-Poincarecharacteristic of M. 

1. MORSE-LEFSCHETZ THEORY FOR COMPLEX ALGEBRAIC VARIETIES 

L巴fschetz’sbook [Le~ on the topology of complex pr吋ective草川etiesappeared even帥 rlierth叫
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the paper in which Morse laid foundation邑ofwhat is now called Morse theory. On暗 ofthe main issu明日
dealt with in this book was to compare the topology of a nonsin伊 larcomplex projective variety with 
that of its general hyperplane s君ction(cf. [Lam] for a modern exposition of the Lefsd部 zth飴 ry).In 
p品rticular,Lefschetz expressed the class of vari日tyin t日rmsof Betti numbers of it日linear呂町ctions(cf. 
[Lef, Ch. V, Th. XII] or [Lam, (3.5.3)] (although usually attributed to Lefschetz, this was actually done 
by Al位 a泌君主 in [Al) 泌総rmsof the ml必 dime器 ionalZeむthen物品greinvari呈ntiおもroducedby Segre 
in [Seg]; cf. Historical Remark 1.12 (i) below）‘ We go the other way round and give bounds for the 
Betti numbers in terms of classes of (Ii町 arsections of) the vari日ty.Thes日boundscan be obtained by 
developing Lefschetz (or Al母xand君。 typ壱 argur取 nts.Howev＇君r,we pref1併問碍 are fin君rnentof Morse 
theory which yields more 伽tailedinformation and applies to homology with arbitrary coe飴cient日．
The idea of using Morse th開 ryto prove Lefschetz theorems is by no means new (it was probably first 
suggested by Thom and realized by Andreotti and Frankel and Bott), but using a relative version of 
Morse theory we will be able to link in a very natural way topological prop日rtiesof varieties to classical 
projectiv日invariant日definedin terms of dual varieties. The point is that while Andreotti and Frankel 
肌 dothers applied Morse theory to the function defined by the distance to a fixed point of the ambient 
space （官hichdoes殺のtseem very natural in the projective setting) we follow Lefschetz in usi時 thegood 
old method of fibering our v品rietyby means of a general pencil of hyperplane sections. That explains 
our usage of the term "Mor日日明LefschetzTheory". We will not give details of our refinement of Morse 
theory, but rather discむsssome of its applications in the context of complex algebraic varieti号5・

We start with recalling some definitions. Let X C lP'N be an n・dimensionalcomplex projective 
variety. The hyperplanes in JP>N ar日 parametrizedby the dual projective space IP'N本. For a point 
αε JP'N泌 wedeno総 by£0 C JP'N the corresponding hyperplane in lP'N. For a point xξ X, we 
denote by Tx.x C Jll'N the (embedded projective) tangent subspace to X at x; if zεSmX, then 

dimTx,x認定 dimX 口 n.A hyperplaneαε ll"N* is said to be tangent to X at x if L日コTx,x・

Defini主ion1.1. The subvariety 

Px C X xlP'Nぺ Px口 ｛（x，α）IxεSmX,L，，コTx,x},

wh告 詑 bardenotes projectiv日 closure,is call付 theconormal variet官 ofX in jp>N, and its image X* 
under the projection of pN x pN* onto the second factor is called the dual叩門etyof X. 

Thus X* is the locus of hyperplanes that are t組 gentto X at a nonsingular point. Furtherrnon~， 

since the fib君主 of Px over zモSmX is the (N -n -1）明dimen話ionallin申告zsubspac芭 ofjp>N • dual to 
Tx,x , one has n’ 二ぉ d凶iX権 :::; dim Px = N -1. The number def X = N -n* -1 is called the defect 
of X; if def X > 0, then X is called defective. 

D控盆ni主ion1.2. Denote by d = deg X the degree of X and by d* = codeg X 二 d培 X本 thedegree of 
xぺi.e.the number of common point日ofXホ anda general (def X +!)-dimensional linear subspace in 

( d*, defX = 0, 
jp>N* Th暗殺 tis called the codegree and μ = μη ＝｛ the class of X. 

I 0, defX > O 

Let 0 ~ i ~ n, and let Xi be a general i-dimensional linear section of X. The class of X; is called 
the i-th class of X and is d昭notedby μ; (the i-th class is also called th巴（n zトthm姑 ofX). Thus 
μη ＝ μ is the class of X, μo = d = deg X and μ; = 0 iff def X；認 0,i.e. iff i ＞π－defX. 

Them帥 erμ；はEン'i,is call山 hei品川凶lativeclass （附p.the i－伽educed印刷lativeclass 
j=O 
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It is clear that的（X)= μ;(Xn-1) = ・ ・ ・ = μ;(X;), and in particular μ(X) = /tn(X) + μ(Xn-1)・ 
Furthermore, μ; can be int日rpretedas the degree of th日4・dimensionalpolar locus P; = Pi ( L) = { x E 
XI dirnTx,xnLとi-1}, where L C J!DN is a general linear subspace of codirnension n -i + 2, and 

C肌 becomputed ω 回 intersectionon the co附 malvariety：州＝ / hn-ihrN-n+i-I' where hand 
JPx 

h’denote the liftings on Px of the classes of hyperplane sections of X and X掌 respectively.

The notions of dual variety加 dclasses were introduced組 dstudied by Poncelet回 dPlucker in the 
<:of pl肌 Ecurve日andby Cayley, S品lmonand Zeuthen in th日caseof surfaces. We refer to (Tev] for 
'position of the theory of dual varieties in characteristic zero. Foundations of a general theory of 

官 ieties組 dclass号swere 1必dby Severi拙 ddeveloped by Todd, cf. [Pi] or [Kl). 

、llowingr世間lもsstrengthen Lefschetz's七heorem日（cf.[Mil, Theorems 7.1, 7.2組 d7.3]). They 
seen as striking counterparts of the main theorem of他国etheory (cf. [M泣， Theorem5.埼），
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where compact manifold M is replaced by nonsingular complex affine variety V = X ¥ X= and the 
critical points of index i of a Morse function on ]¥;f correspond to the singular points of intersections 

of V; = X; ¥ X= with the h印 erplanesfrom a general pencil containing L＝・

Theorem 1.3. S・也pposethat V is smooth. Then V has homotopy type of a cell complex with at most 

的＝ μ;(X) cells of dime附 ioni, iニ 0，・・・，n. Thus bi(V) 壬μ；， i = 0, .. , n (so that, in particular, 

bi (V) = 0 for i > n -def X）仰 db(V）壬μ（X).

If, moreover, both X and X= are smooth, then V has homotopy type of a cell complex山 thexactly 
n 

μ; = μ;(X) cells of dimension i, i = 0, .. , n and e(V) ＝乞（一山；（X).
i=O 

Remark 1.4. 

(i) The bound in Theorem 1.3 is not shぽ p.For example, since V is connected, b0(V) = 1 < μ0, 
and so b1 (V）三μ1一向＋ 1姐 db(V）三μ－ 2μn + 2. 

(ii) As was pointed out by Le Dung Trang, the formula for the Euler-Poincare characteristic in the 
second pa此 ofTheorem 1.3 can be deduced from the formulas for the local Euler obstructions 

obtained in [L司．

Theorem 1ふ LetV = X ¥ X= be a nonsingular n-dimensional affine variety, and let j: X00ι→X 
be the natural inclusion. Let ji: H;(X°'°, 'l）→ H;(X), 'l be the cor陀 spondi吋 homologymap. Then 

(i) For i < n -1, j; is an isomorphism; 

(ii) jn-l is an epimorphism with dim (Ker jnー1）三 μη－Vn三μn.

Suppose jurthermo陀 thatX and X泊。renonsingular, and let 

If furthermore IF = IC (or, more generally, IF is a field of characteristic zero）叩 dlet jf: H; (X00, lF）→ 
H;(X),IF，也1hereF is白fieldof characteristic zero. Then 

(iii) For i三n,jf is a monomoゅhismwith dim (Coker Jf）三 μ2n-i・

Corollary 1.6. Let V = X ¥ X00 be a nonsingular affine n-dimensional variety. Then 

bi(X) = b;(Xoo) for 4く n-1,

bn 1 (Xoo）一 μn三bnーi(X）三 bn-1(X=), 

b;(XoxJ一μ2ni 1三b;(X） 三b;(X=)+ μ2ト；（X) for tさn.

Remarks I. 7. 

(i) The nonsingularity assumption is essential for the validity of Claim (iii) in Theorem 1.5. For 

example, let X = Vm (lPm) C JP>（”ケ）－lbe a Veronese variety，組dlet X00 be its reducible 
hyperplane section (e.g. a section corresponding to a tinion of m hyperplanes泊 lP'n).Then 

b2n-2(X'°) > 1 (e.g = m) while b2n 2(X) = b2n-2(lP'n）ニ 1.
(ii) The bounds in Corollary 1.6 are not sharp. For example, it is easy to show that dim (Ker Jn-i) :::; 

守（cf.e.g. [Za3, Rem山川i)].On the仙 rh拙 d,Remark 1.4 sh何 sthat the凶 upper

bound in Corollary 1.6 f，ぬlsto be sharp by μ。1for i = 2n -1, 2n (furthermore, by the 
Riemann-Hurwitz formula, b2n-1(X）三b1(X1)= μ1 -2(μo -1)). 

Corollary 1.8. In the assumptions of Corollary 1.5 one has: 

b(X）三b(Xoo)+ μ -2（μ。－ 1) < b(X00) + μ(X）ー

Corollary 1.9. Let Xηc JP>N be a nonsingular projective variety. Then 

b(X):::; l)μ(X;) -2(μo -1)) ＝乞（π→＋I）μ； 一（n+ 1）（μ。－ 2) 
t=O t=l 

def X 

＝玄（η－i + 1）的一 （n+ l)(μo -2). 

C州 lary1.9 is山 oa consequence of伽お伽
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Th思orem1.10. Let Let Xn c !P'N長ea nonsingul品Tprojective暫ariet子 Then

｛きl

b;(X) = bzn-i(X) S Eント2kー（μo-1), i三η噌

k=O 

bi(X）詰 bzn-1(X) = μ1 -2（μ。－ 1), 

n-def X 

e(X) = L(-1伸一i+l）μ；＝む（－l)i（η－i＋ゆ
t=O $出。

Remark 1.11. The expression of bounds for Betti number日inTheorem 1.10 as a sum of shifted classes 
reflects Lefschetz’s primitive d号composition.It would be niceぬ inferTheorem 1.10 from a projec-
tive count号rpartof Th船 rem1.3. Such a result would s主主忠治gthenLefschetz’s hard th号。remj泌総 as
Theorem 1.3 strengthe附 Lefschetz’sweぬ th巴orem.

Historical Remarks 1.12. 

(i) Given basic nature and simplicity of the formulas in Theorem 1.10ぅO附 mightexpect that they 
should have been known in classical algebraic geometry. Studying t加 lit世raturewe foundぬat
this is in缶 詰 theむase,albeit implicitly, with E号喜ardto the Eむler-Poincarechar昌,cteristic.

For curves, th日Riemann-Hurv.r.itzformula shows that b1 = μ1 -2μ。ゃ2s μl叙 ide = 2 
2μo一μ1in accordance with Th日orem1.10. 

The case of surfaces is more interesting. The role of Euler-Poincare characteristic e was 
classically played by the ZeutherトSegreinvariant I defined by th日 formulaI = 15 －σ－ 4p, 
whereヲ fora (general) penc込ofcurves, 15 is the number of nodal curves，σis the number of 
base po註出，却dp is the genus of a generic cur刊（cf.[SR, Ch. IX, §7.l]). This number was 
告hownto be independ邑ntof the choice of pencil of curves. By methods anticipating those 
of modern Lefsd附 ztheoryヲ Alexanderproved (in two different ways) the equality Iぉ e-4
(cf. [AI, §2 and判.In our setup, i.e. for a Lefschetz pencil, using the formula for th昭伊nus
of a general hy仰rplanesection given in the preceding paragraph, one has, in our notations, 
Iニ μz一μo-4p = μz一μo-2(μ1 2向＋ 2）出向－ 2μ1 + 3μ。－ 4. By Alex加 der’s
interpretation of I, this classical formula (cf. e.g. formula (5) in [S-R, Ch. IX, §7]) can be 
rewritt君Eas e口 3拘－2的＋μ2, which is a special case of Th号ore蕊 1.10会）rn = 2. Furthermo主君，
by Lefschetz’s theorem (cf. Corollary 1めandthe formula for curves in th世間伐dingparagraph, 
b3=b152p=μ1-2μ。＋2三μ1and bz = e + 2b1 -2 S μz 2μ1 + 3μ。＋2(μ1 -2μo + 2) -2 = 
μz一μ。＋2 S μ2, which again is a special case of Th帥 rem1.10. It is amusing to observ日that
the now obvious formula b2 =I+ 1(pg -Pa)+ 2 (where Pg and Pa are respectively the geometric 
and arithmetic炉問Sof our surface）ヲ wasobtained only by Alexander [Al] who corrected an 
err on柏田 formulabz = I÷2(p9 -Pa)+ 2 due to Poincare and published in 1906. 

In [Seg, §11] C. Segre introd祝日da generalization I I of th計 町ariantI to varieties of arbitrary 
dimension by using (in our notation) a陀 currentformul品IIn= μn-ZIIn-1-JJ.π－2,Iん＝ JLo-1,
II1 = μ1 -2μo + 2 (thus Iん＝ I+ 1; normalization chosen by Segre is such that the invari加 ts
IIn vanish for all linear spaces）。 Computingby induction, one c加 showthat 

九二げ（含－i＋恥ぃ）
= (-1）η （μn -2μn-l + ・ ・ ・ + （一1）ト1ημ1+ ( 1）η（η＋ 1)(1~0 + 1)). 

On the other hand, using Alexander’s method, one c叫 verifythat Iん＝ (-l)n(e -n -1) 
(Alexander him州 fuseda di佐 rentgeneralization In of I defined by the sむneEをcurrentformula, 
but basing on a di笠er盟主 valueんお Ho十 1,which does not mak号 muchdiff•ξrence). Putting 
tog＇告therthe abov骨twoformulas，。加getsthe equality e(X) = (n+ I）μ。－nμ1＋・・・＋{-l)n内
from Theorem 1.10. 

We do not know of any classical bounds for the B机tinumbers in terms of classes similar to 
those in Theorem 1.10. 

(ii) One can view the formulas for the Euler-Poincar品characteristicin Theorems 1.3 and 1.10 as 
g世間ralizatio部 ofHopf's t空lebrat吋 formulaforぬ合 numberof singularities of a v君主torfield to 
the sξtup of proj従 tivealgebraic geometry. 
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2. BOUNDS FOR PROJECTIVE IN＼んARIANTS 

’Theorem 2.1. Let X c JPN be a nonsingular projective variety of dimension n, and let R be an 
ample divisor on X. Denote by H a hyperplane section of X, and let d = (Hn) be the degree of X 
and r; = (RiHπ－i) the degree of Ri (so that, in pαrticular, r0 = d，円以 degRand Tη ＝ r =(Rn)). 

r1 r2 
Then the subsequent quotients」！.＿＿ form a nonincreasing sequence, i.e. 一三一三－－－三二~.and

r，叩1 r・o r1 rn-1 
-2 伊 t-J+l _, _, 

T；豆半L三一三共士ア壬・：：； -2-,＝づき＇ 1三行 n.
r; 2 rj_i K ‘ G・る

Remarks 2.2. 

(i) Let xk be the section of x by a gen君rallinear subspace of cod泌iensioぉ kin JPN, 0三； k ~ n. 
Then it is clear that r;(X）口 r;(Xk），。三 t三n-k.

(ii) The bounds in Theorem 2.1 are sharp. In fact, it is clear that if R～αH for someα ＞ 0, then 
r; =aid, i = 0，・ー，nand all the inequalities in Theorem 2.1 turn into equalities. 

（泌） The bound in Theorem 2.1 is much better than a general on日以venin [Fu, Example 8.4司（viz.
r； 壬 r~dn-i), but, unlik1昭 Fulton'sbound, our bound does not hold if we replace i copies of R by 
i divisors R1，・・・，R;that are not equivalent to each other. To日明 thisit suffices to consider the 
nonsingular quadric X C JP'3 and two amp！巴divisorsR1～ん＋2ん，ん～ 2£1+£2, d; = degR; = 
3, i = 1, 2, where £1 and £2, (£1・£2)= 1 are two generators. Then d(R1 ・ R2) = 10 > d1d2 = 9. 

(iv) In the proof of Theorem 2.1 we do not make full use of the assumption that His a hyperplane 
section. For example, the th暗oremstays true if we only assume that d = (Hn) > 0 and (some 
multipl号 of)H do君snothav申 basepoints. 

(v) It鈴 emsthatもhehypoth君sisthat X is nonsingular can b号制初出比iallyw号akened.We deduce 
Theorem 2.1 from the Hodge ind君xtheorem担 d，ぉplacing,if necessary, R by its multiple 
担 dX by their出 rsectionof n -2 general divisors from IRI, on母canreduce the problem to 
the case when X is a stぱぽ杷（inwhich case an algebraic proof of the Hodge index池田rem
was given by B. Segre, J. Bronowski, A. Grothendieck，叩d0. Zariski). Thus it seems thaも
Theorem 2.1 should be true if X is nonsingular in codim日nsiontwo. Also, under some mild 
assumptions, the theorem hold日inthe case when R is a Weil (and not necessarily a Cartier) 
divisor. On the other hand, Ch. Peskine told me that the Hodg日indextheorem for surfaces c拙

be deduced from Castelnuovo's bound for (possibly singular削 idnonreduced) curves, and so 
the relationship between this theorem and bounds for classes considered in this section might 
turn out to be deeper than it looks. In fact, I recently found that both (a very general form of) 
Hodge index theorem and Castelnuovo inequality are cons向日常ncesof a general theory yielding 
組 upperbound for the dimension of the ambient spac阜 ofprimitive families of int巴rsecting
linear subspaces. 

(vi) After proving Theorem 2.1 I learned thaもvariouswぉionsofiもhaveb総浪花peatedlyrediscov＇君主君d
by vari側 副thorsunder different g蹴 s;cf. [L回， 1.6.A]for a thorough discussion凶， mor芭

specifically, [Laz, Corollary 1.6.3] for加 equivalentstatement). 

The following example illustrates Theorem 2.1 in a very simpl日case.

Example 2ふ LetX = Q C IP'3 be a nonsingular quadric, let £1削 d£2 be its generators and 
2…（α1＋α2)2 ri 

l酌tR～α1£1 ＋α2£2. Then (R ）… 2a1α2 ＜一一一一 ＝-with叫ualityholding if祖 donly if 
- 2 d 

日l＝α2＝α，i.e. R～aH. 

The next example plays a crucial role in the present paper. 

Example 2.4. Let X C Jll'N be a nondegenerate n-dimensional variety, let L C ll"N, dim L = N -n --1 
be a general linear subspace, and初先： X→pπbethe p主ojectionwith center L. The豆 PLis a fu註te
map of degree d ＝おgX,and we denote by RL C X its (apparent) ramification locus 

RL = {xεSmX I Tx,x ハLf=の｝，

where Sm X = X ¥ SingX is the locus of nonsingular points of X and Tx,x denotes the t担 gentspace 
to X at x. It is clear that RL is a (Weil) divisor in X 姐 dthat, as L varies, the corresponding 
divisors RL are rationally eq凶valentto each other and there are no points in Sm X common to all 
RL. I久furthermore,X is smooth, then it is easy to d蜘 minethe酬 bientlin印刷emIRLI・ To wit, 
Kpn = 0（一（n+l）），叩dif w is a rational rank n differential form on IP'ぺthen(pL(w）） ～一（n+l)H+RL,
where H is the divisor of a hyp日rplanesection of X, and so 

間以 ＝IKx辛料十l)HI
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(here Kpn (resp. Kx) deno附 thecanonical class of JP>n (resp. X)). In this case the linear system JRL I 
is ample (cf. [Za, Chapter I, Corollary 2.14]) and even very ample on X (cf. [Ein]). Thus it is natural 
to call the number (R'i) ram併cationdegree (i.e. the degree with respect to the embedding defined by 
ramification divisor). By definition, if X；ニ Xn!P'N-n+i isもheレdimensionalsection of X by a gen昭ral
linear subspace IP'N-n判コム thenRL(X;) = RL(X) n jp>N吋 判 叩d(RL(X;)i) = (R£Hn-i）口円

(cf. Remark 2.2 (i) ）.恥rem1.1 applies to R = RL刷州S r; = (R},Hn-i) :; -f;h. Let 

C = X1 C jp>N-n+l be a伊neralcurve section of X, so that r1 = r1(X) = r1(C). Suppose that C is 
nonsingular, a吋 letπbethe g告別sof C. Then deg C = degX = d and, by the above, r1 (X) = r1 (C) 
degKx÷2H = 2宵－ 2 + 2d (this is justもheRi君訟招ルHurwitzformula). Furthをrmore，宵：：：：： e(d，α）， 
wher君 G 士 N-n = codirn X = codirn C and 

2a 

is the Castclnuovo bound (cf. e.g. (G-H, p. 252]. The function 

e(d，α） 
(d －ε）（d-a＋ε－2) 

ε＝ d (modα）， 1くε＜α

）欄
内

4
m

，，b
m

 

＋一α
一ー，

一一
AZ

，α
一
（－ ）－ 

’？
eu

－
 

，d

一
（司）

 
4ι （
 

A
V
 

attains maxim山川rt ＝~＋ l 組d ゆ（~＋ l）＝~ Thus 

(d -% -1)2 
C(d,a）三一ーで子一一時

＇，（，α 

(d一号－ 1)2 (d ＋ 与－~-)2
r1ごた 2官－ 2÷2d三 ’ ÷2d-2 ＝一一一－－－－＂一一ー

αα  

((d+!!-='1-)2¥i 
Ti 三寸~三 d ｛一一一与一 i

d‘ーム ¥ αd ／ 

Corollary 2ふ LetX C IP'N be a nondegenerate nonsingular作 dimensionalvariety of codimension 

α＝Nー η anddegree d, let R = RL～Kx + (n + l)H (cf. Example 2.4), and let 1三i：：：：： η. Then 

i (d 5γ （α－－ 2)2 
T; = (Ri Hn-i）三」L く d!-+-)Fu付hermore if d ＞ー…ー（世1hichis always true pr仰 ided¥a 4} - ' - 8 

い三叫めenr;< d G +lr 
Corollary 2.6. Let X C JPN be a銭onde空間eratenonsi托gularn-dimensional variet言。fdegreed, codi・

mensioぉ a= N -n and sectional ge混在S久 let Kx be the ca符onicalclass of X, let R = RL ～ 
Kx÷｛π＋ l)H, and letη 口 degKx= 2方 ÷2d 2. 

(i) One has: 

deg (Kx) = (K'xHト i) d （~ -n-1r二（r1-*1 + l))' 

(2π一（n-l)d -2)i __ , ( d , 1γ 噌〆？，

di-l 、日 ＼a'4 '"} ’ 晶一 ν 吋山

'f -' （αー2)2 〆oreover, d…－＿一（世1h帥 isal切断 trueprovided that a三 12),then d則的）く

d （~－→i, 1雲行託

料 S怒：pposethat 7r $内出社 ThenKiHn ' :S 0 for all I '.':'. i :S n. 

(iii) If π 三円~+ 1 (resp. 宵＜円~÷1), then no posit抑制ltipleofめtcanonical class Kx 

can be a positive divisor, so that either Kx = 0 or Pm= Pm(X) = l(mKx) = 0 for all m > O 

（陀早 Pm=0 fi川 llm>O）.伊三円!2:!+1（向車口円山＋l）， めenno negative multゆle
of the canonical class can be a positi凹 divisor,so that either Kx = 0 or l(-mKx) = 0 for 
m > 0 (resp. l(-mKx):::: 0 form> O); in p日付icul品r,-Kx cannot be ample. 

(iv) Suppose that d :::::; an －ト 2. Then X satisfies the assumption of (ii), so that, in particular, no 

multiple of the canonical class Kx can be a positive divisor. Furthe門nore,if d $ an + 1, then 

Pm =Pm(X) ＝。forall m > O; 
（肌）号上

( v) Suppose that dく αn十一一一一＋ 2. Then the canonical class Kx cannot be ample on X. 
ね＋ 1
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Remarks 2.7. 

(i) Sometimes the bounds in Example 2.4 and Coroll町 2.5can be improved. For example, if 
α＝ N -n is odd, then argm出ゆ＝ [%] + 1組 done gets slightly better upper bounds for r1 

and凡 Thus,if a= 1, then r1 三止乎ニ~＋ 2(d-l）ニ d(d -1), rn三当担乙ニ d(d-l）へ
whichお thebest possible bound (it is sharp if and only if the hypersurface X is smooth; cf. 

Theorem 1.16 below) and (Ki）三d(d-n -2)i which is again sharp. If白＝ 2, then r1三手

Tn::; #r ＝ 平 副 （Ki）壬 d（止ヂ主）＼組difα ＝ 3, then r1 ：：；呼旦， Tn三d（年r
and (Ki）三 d（土芋1f.We alre吋ys日出atifα 三12or, more generally, d 三~， then
Tn 三 d （~＋ l ）ηand (KiHn-i）三d( ~ n) i If, on the other hand, d壬2白＋ 1, then from the 
Cli宜ordtheorem it follows that r1 ::; 2(2dα2) (cf. [GH, p. 252)), Theorem 2.1 shows that 
Tη ：：； 3nd, and from Corollary 2.6 it follows that Kx cannot be effective for nと2.

(ii) After completing this work I learned that, under certain assumptions, Di Gennaro [DG] ob-
tained Castelnuovo type bounds for (K'X) in terms of degree, dimension and codimension. In 
particular, he had to assume that Kx is nef. Apart from being intimately connected with other 
important invariants, such as classes (cf. Theorem 2.8 below), RL, unlike the canonical class, 
is always ample (cf. Example 2.4). 

(iii) It might be useful to倒 endExample 2.4 to more gene凶 finitecoverings of ]pm (not necessarily 
corr巴spondingto proj巴ctions);cf. [Laz, 6.3.D]. 

We apply the above results to bound the classes of projective varieties in terms of their codimension 
and degree. 

Theorem 2.8. Let X C JPN be an n・dimensionalnonsingular variety, let R be the mmification divisor 
(cf. Example 2.4), let 0 :::; i三n,and letμ; be the i-th class of X. Then μ; ::; r;. 

Examples 2.9. 

(i) Let X be a nonsing叫乱rcurve of genus g. Then r1 = deg R = deg K + 2H = d*, and we get the 
Riemann-Hurwitz formula: 

μ=d機＝ 2g + 2d-2. 

(ii) Let X c ~＋1 be a nonsingular hypersurface of degree d. Thenヲ inthe notations of 1.4, 

Kx = (d -n -2)H阻 dR = Kx + (n + l)H = (d -l)H. Thus, by Theorem 2.8，仏三

r; ＝示＝削げ Itis easy…that the abo山叩alityis actually an叫uality;cf. 

Theorem 2.14 below. 
(iii) Let X be a (nonsingular) cubic scroll in 1P'4. It is easy to see that μ2 = μ2(X) = d* = 3 (in fact, 

X掌 isthe projection of a Segre variety JP>1 x JP>2 c F本 from組 exteriorpoint), μ1 = μ1(X) = 4 
andμ。＝ μo(X) = 3. On the other hand, R～H +F, where His a hyperplane section and Fis 
a fiber of X，叩dso r2 = (R2) = 5組 dr1 = 4. The reason why μ2 < r2 is that the double locus 
of the projection of X from a gen巴ralpoint zεlP'4 is a conic Dz～H -F containing two pinch 
points corresponding to the two t叩 gentlines to Dz passing through th巴pointz: 3 = 5 -2. 

(iv) A general projection X" of the Verones巴 surfaceX ＝句（JP>2)C lP'5 in JP3 is called Steiner or 
Roman surface. The surface X’F C加 alsobe viewed as the projection of the surface X' C lP'4 
from a point z E lP'4 ¥ X', where X' is a nonsingular projection of X in lP'4. As noted first by 
Castelnuovo, z is contained泊 aunique trisecant line of X' and叩 ytwo of the three intersection 
points of this line with X’lie on a unique conic corresponding to a line in JP>2. Thus the double 
locus D~ of the projection from z consists of three conics, so that X" is singular along a 
union of three lines meeting in a triple po凶（the出 ageof the trisecant line). In this example 
R～D；～ 3£, where f is the image of a line in JP>2 on X ~ X’，叩dit is easy to see tha .t 
μ2(X) = 3 (determin組 tof symmetric 3 x 3-matrix is a cubic form), μ1 (X) = 6組 dμo(X) = 4 
while r2(X) = 9. The reason why μ2く r2is that each of the three doubl巴lineson the Steiner 
SU由 ceobviously contains two pinch points (since叩 ypoint in the complement of a plane conic 
is contained in exactly two tangent lines to the conic): 3 = 9 -6. 

General formulas of this type for surfac問、－inJP>3 were first obtained by Salmon, Cayley and 
Zeuthen. 

Corollary 2.10. Let xn C JPN be a nondegenerate nonsingular variety of codimensionα＝ N-n, 
degree d and sectional genusπ. Then 

宇一defX ( d S＼叫－defX 

d*::; 1・r-・ctef ）（三三句才:v-;-<d（－－＋子 i ， 
a"-uロ~－· Kα 4  J 

r1 = μ1 = 2π＋2d-2. 
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今 J ，、，＞－defλ’

｛α－ 2)• ( d ¥ 
立moreover,d ；；：：一γ，町本壬 dl~ ＋ l)

Example 2.11. Let xn C IP'N be a nonsingular rational normal scroll. Then d = degX = N -n + 1 
組 ddef X ＝η－ 2 (since杷achtangent hyperplane to X contains a linear gen日ratorr-1 C X and the 
corresponding hyperplane section is reducible, so that the dimension of its singular locusヲ equalto the 
defect, is n -2). Another way to see this is to use the fact that X is a linear総 ctionof a Segre vari杭y
IP'1 x pa c lP'2叶 1which is君asily沼田 tobe self-dual尋 Thenit is君asyto show that X* is a projection 
of t恥 S時間 variety,and so dim X’＝α十 1= N π÷1 and def X = N -1…（N -n + 1）出 n-2.
The s制neargument show日that♂＝ degX* ＝α＋ 1 = N -n + I = d. On the other hand, in this case 

ポ ri 4 
r1ヰ 2d-2 and Corollary 2.10 only giv昨日 d ＜ー＝ 4d -8 --which fails to be sharp for d〆2.It 

-d d 
should be noted that for d = 3 this example reduces to Example 1.14 (iii）加dthat加 ysmooth section 
of X is again a rational normal scroll. 

Corollary 2.12. Let xn C IP'N be a nondegenerate nonsingular variet宮 ofdegree d and codimension 

i (d 5γ （a-2)2 (d γ 
α Then メL； 壬詐T く d~-a+4) 江 mo問

Remarks 2.13. 

(i) The first inequality in Corollary 2.10 actually yields a bound for the codegree of X in terms 
of the degree d and the s呈ctionalgenus古（X) (defined as対X)= g(Xn-1)). In the cas控 when
the s壱ctionalgenus of X is much less th組 themaximum given by C泌総lnuovo'stheorem this 
bound is much better th組 thegene凶 onegiven by the second inequality. 

(ii) The bounds for codegree given in Corollaries 2.10 and 2.12 are not optimal. The main reason 
for the failure of these bounds to b自由h紅 pis that th昭 inequalityμ;:5: r; proved in Theor叩 l2.8 
is always strict provided that i > 1 and a > 1 (cf. Examples 2.9; one c叩 givea lower bound 

for the 必fferencen一向 inter問。fother p吋ectiveinvari組 ts）ー Alsothe bound r；手長τ
obtained in Th控orem2.1 is not always sh畠.rp.Varieties of pc沼itived君fecthave an additional 
reason for the f沿lureof this bound to be sharp (cf. Example 2.11). Finally, the last bounds in 
Corollaries 2.10 and 2.12 depend on the bound e(d, a）く d（~ + ~） (cf.民間ark2.7(i)).Th的real

Ai+l 

import of Corollary 2.10 is that州三ーナ＋・・・， wheredots stand for an （巴asilycomputable) 
a' 

polynomial of degree i in d. Below we will give examples of series of varieties who喧eclasses have 
Ai今l

th号form的＝ラγ＋一｝ラ andsoi設的se蹴 0凶 oundfor clお鰯isgood. Us訟gC泌総l問。＇vo

theory, one can prove better bounds for classes and classify the varieties on the boundary (cf. 
section 4). 

One case when the bounds in Corollaries 2.10 and 2.12品reis sharp is the case of hypersurfaces (cf. 
Ex細 1ple2.9 (ii)). 

Theorem 2.14. Let xn C JP'N be a nondegenerate (not necessaril空間nsingular）出 riet言。fd切符td. 
Thenμ，壬d(d-I)i, 0 :5: i三nwith eq筏ality(/or some i) holding if and oπly if either i = 0 or X is a 
句・persurfacewith dim (Sing X）く n-i (i.仏 X;is a nonsingular hypersurface). 

Similarly, dホ三 d(d-l)n-def X with equ日lityholding if and only if X is a cone over a nonsingular 
hypersurface Y C IP'N -def x with vertex IP' def x -i in which case n = N -l ,' dim Y = n -def X, 
SingX出 pdefX-1and X市 ＝Yホ c]P'N-def X本 cIP'N * is the linear subspace orthogonal to the ve付問

。1/the cone X. 
In p阜市出必死 onealways has d* S d(d -l)n出tht明 alit宮holdingif and o鈴ルザXis a nonsingular 

hypers桔rfac喧．

Remark 2.15. For X nonsingular組 dα ＝codimX > 1 Theorem 2.8 combin収iwith Remarks 2. 7 (i) 
rii+l 

組 d2.13 (ii) yield a m川 betterbound for classes tha日｝附日m2.14, viz.的＜ T；三云7

Theorem 2.14 has a fargoing generalization to varieties of given codimensionα ；；：： 1. 

Definiまion2.16. Let X C pN be a proj母ctivevari呈ty,and let Ix be the sheaf of id鵠 lsdefining X. 
We say that X is defined by equations of恥gree(not exceeding) d if the sheaf I(d) is generated by its 
global sections. 

It is clear that if d' ;;:: d and X is defined by equations of degr明 d,then X is also defined by equations 
of degr明 d'.

For example, a complete intersection ofαhypersurfaces of degrees d1 :5: dz ：：；・・・三 da= d is defined 
by equations of 岳彦総 d(of course, if d1く dand眠 wishto represent X (scheme theoretically）部 an
泌総持管ctionof hypersurfaces of degree d, then we n号edmore than a hypersurfaces). 
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Theorem 2.17. Let xn C ll"N, N = n ＋αbeα（not necessarilyηoηdegenerate or・ nonsingular) 

問 問tydefined by equations of degree d, aηd let i, 0壬i壬nbe an integer. Then 内三（叶；－l)dα（d-

l)i with equality holding if and onlyザX is a complete intersection ofαhypersurfaces of degree d 
with dim (Sing X）く n-i (so that X; is a nonsingular complete intersection). In particular, d＊ 三
(N;;l)dN-n(d _ w～（ N;; 1) dN with equality holdingザandonlyザX is a nonsingular complete 

intersection of N -n hypersurfaces of degree d. 

3. BOUNDS FOR BETTI NUMBERS 

The results of section 1 largely reduce bounding of Betti numbers of nonsingular complex affine 
and projective varieties to bounding their classes. In section 2 we bounded the classes in terms of 
codimension, degree and sectional genus. In this section we combine the results of the first two sections 
to obtain bounds for Betti numbers. 

Theorem 3.1. Let vn CAN be a smooth complex affine va付ety,let X be the closure of V in ll"NコAN,

let d = deg X, a = codim X = N -n, and let b(V) denote the total Betti number 。fV. Then b(V) < 
an+i Id 5¥ n+i 
一τ一＋ ・・, whe陀 dotsstand for a polynomial of degree n ind. More precisely, b(V) <a lー十 τl

白川 1日 生 f

/ _, , n+l 

and also b(V）く a( ~ + 1 j ＋久的rec is a constant d仰 idingonly on cゅのmensionα （and

dimension n）ー

Theorem 3.2. Let X be a nonsingular complex projective variety of dimension n and degreed. Then: 

(i) Putt＝子山rer1 = μ1 = 2π ＋ 2d -2 andπis the sectional genus似 Th印刷X）く

d（山川ー－1）く←t2 -1 t2 -1’ 
di+l 

（叫ん（X）ニ bzn;(X) ＜ーァ＋・・・， whereα＝codim X and dots stand for a polynomial of degree 
a・ 

Id 5＼件I Id ¥ i+l 
i in d, i :::; n. More precisely, b；く αiー＋ -I and also b; ＜αI -+ 1 I + c, where c is a 

1α 41 ＼αI  
constant depending only on codimensionα（and dimensionη）， 

Theorem 3ふ Let X be a nonsingular complex projective v日門etyof dimension n, and let d = deg X. 
Then: 

(i) Put t ニ~＇ where r1ニ μ1= 2π ＋ 2d 2肌 dπ is仇Esectional genusザX Then b(X）く

dtη＋2 r1tη＋1 

(t -1)2一（t-1)2’ 
r1n+1 

(ii) b(X) ＜τ丁＋，仙rea = codim X and dots stand for a polynomial of degree n in 

a2 Id 5¥ n+z 1 α＼ Id ¥n+I 
d. Mo問 precisely,b(X) < -( -+ -J and also b(X) < ( 1 ＋ゴ） （ー＋ II +c= 

d ＼α 41 ＼ αJ ¥a I 
_2 f ＿，、 n+2

~l~ ＋ l) +c，仙陀 cis a con山 ntd仰伽.gonly on codimen 

Corollary 3.4. The total Betti number of a nonsingular complex algebraic variety, either affine or 
r1n+I 

projective, does not exceedιτ一＋・・・， wheren is the dimension，αis the codimension, d is the degree 
a 

of the projective closure, and dots stand for a polynomial of degree n in d. 

Remark 3.5. 

(i) The bounds in Theorems 3.1and3.3 are asymptotically equivalent. This 脱却sthat if a variety 
has big degree and total Betti number, then the contribution to the total Betti number of all 
homologies except the middle one is negligible. 

(ii) Actually the bounds in Theorems 3.1岨 d3ふ（註） and the bound for bn in Theorem 3ム（ii)
are asymptotically sharp. However, for i ::/-n the bounds in Theorem 3ム（ii)fail to be asymp-
totically sharp. For example, bo(X) = 1 while the bound in Theorem 3.2, (ii) has the form 
d＋・・・． 立1く i< n, the situation is similar. If the bound in Theorem 3ム（ii)were asymp-
totically sharp, then, by Corollary 2.12, the sectional genus of X would be close to max註num,
so that by the Halphen-Harris theorem (cf. Theorem 4.1) X would be a divisor on a variety of 
minimal degree . Thus合omTheorem 1.5 and Corollary 1.6 it would follow that ん（X）三1,a 
contradiction. 
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Example 3ふ Letxn c Jpm十lbe a nonsingular hypersurface of de炉開 d.The dual variety Xt is the 
image of X under the Gauss map defined by the partial derivatives of the equation of Xi, hence μ； 口

d(d l)i, i = 0, .. , n. Since X C削 Ibe viewed as a hyperplane section of the d-th Veronese embedding 

of Jll'n+l, Theorem 1.5 shows that b;(X）叫（肝）ニf1, 0 $ i $ 2r 
l 0，。主 i$ 2n, i三 1(mod 2), i ＃η 

( b(X), n三 0(mod 2), 
e(X) ＝イ，and by Theorem 1.10 e(X) -d) _(-l)i(n-i+l)(d-1）人

l b(X) -2bn(X), n = 1 (mod 2) ’ 一台
This allows to compute the numbers bn(X) and b(X): 

(d-l)n÷2+(-1）均一ト1 3(-l)n牛 I
bn(X) ＝、 I d ¥ I ＋ム才一

= d （~（－ l)i（ア） dn-i) + （い）（－l)n+l+ 1 

and 

b(X) = (d -1 zd 

=d（会同（勺ヤi）十（1+ c-1r ... 1)c山）

Theorem 3.7. Let Xπ C pN be a筏onsing草larn-dim吉郎ionalcomplex projectiveむariet言。fde宮ree
d. Then bη（X）三 bn(X),where X C pn+i is a smooth hypersurjace of degree d. Furthermore, 
bη（X) = bn(X) if and only if X is itself a hypersurface. 

Theorem 3.8. Let xn C JP>N be a叫onsingularcomplex projective variety of degree d. Then b(X) $ 
b(X), where X is白 smoothcorr 
is its elf a h yperst必rface(we陀 C由llthat all smooth complex hypersurf；品cesof dimeηsion n 白nddegre巴d
h自vethe same Betti number b(X）） 刷

Theorem 3.3 also yields a bound not involving codimension. In particular, for a nonsingular complex 
(d + 1）叫2

P町舵tivevari均JX of deg附 done has b(X) ＜一一一一ー Howeverin this case Theorem 3.8 allows 
d . ' 

to get a bett君Ebound that is easy to memorize. 

Theorem 3.9. Let xn C JP>N be a nonsingular compl偲 projective叩 riet主ofdegree d，話enb(X）く

d九十l_

Building on Corollary 1.9 and Theorem 2.17, one c叩 provethe following result extending Theo輸

rem 3.9 to varieties of aτbitrary codirnension defined by equations of de日reed. 

Theorem 3.10. Let xn c lP'N be a (not necessarily nondegenerate) 閉店rietydefined by equations of 

degreed. Then b(X）く （N;;l)dN.

Example 3.11. Let xn c pN be a nonsingular complete intersection of hypersurfaces of degree d. 
( 0, zメn,i吉正 1(mod 2), 

Then b;(X) = ) , bn(X) = ... is computed in [Hi] and [De]. 
l zメn,i沼 O(mod 2) 

From Th初球m3.10 and Stirling’s formula w芭 derivethe following bound valid for arbitrary smooth 
subvarieties of lP'N. 

Corollary 3.12. Let X C pN be a nonsingularむariet宮definedby equations of degree $ d. Then 

fN-1¥ " I 2 ., 
b(X) < （ー ）dJV～1云？・（2d)JV.

¥[¥]) ·~πN 

Remark 3.13. In view of Example 3.11, the bounds in Theorem 3.10 and Corollary 3.12加 da similar 
bound for affine varieties that削 silyfollow from Theorems 1.3叩 dTh叩 rem2.17釘 Easymptotically 
sharp. In particular, they arc better than the bounds obtained in [Mil2] and [Th] (cf. e.g. [Mil2, 
Theorem 2阻 dCorollaries 1-3]); furthermore, our bounds tak日intoaccount the codimension of X. 
On the other hand, although Theorem 2.17 holds for arbitrary varieties, to apply the theory developed 
in section 1 we, unlike Milnor and Tho凧 needto assume that X is nonsin尽.tlar.
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4. FURTHER RESULTS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 

As pointed out in Remark 2.13 (ii), the bounds for classes and Betti numbers obtained in Coro!-

lary 2.12 and Theorems 3.1-3.4 are not optimal. In this section we improve these bounds and describe 

the varieties on the boundary. We will use the following result (cf. [H-E, Theorem 3.15] or [Ci, Theo-
rem 3.4]). 

Theorem 4.1 (Halphen-Harris). Let Cc  JP>r, r ＝α＋ 1 be a nondegenerate cu問 eof genus g and 

degreed> 2r・suchthat 

g>(d-E）（γ － r）＋［~］， E三 d (mod r), 1 :S: E :S: r. 

Then C is contained in a surface S of minimal degree in lP'r: C C S C JP'T, deg S = r -l. 

Using the Halphen-Harris theorem, one c印 provethe following 

Theorem 4.2. Let X c lP'N be a nonsingular nondegenerate variety of dimension n, codimension 
2n 

α＝ N n and degree d > 2α＋ 2, let b;, i = 0,. , 2n and b ＝乞b;be山 Bettinurr 
τ＝日

i = 0, . , n denote山 classes(cf. Definition 1.11). 

( d d-2α＋ 1 ¥. 
(i) Suppose that μ; > dトー＋一一＋一一） (since d > 2a + 2, this condition is s伽似

1α ＋1 d 4d J 
( d 9¥ i 

T仰 idedthat μ; > d （一一＋一） ) for some i > 0. Then X CV, where V C lP'N, dimV = 
＼α＋ 1 8 J 

n + 1, deg V二日 isa variety of minimal degree. 
( d d-2α＋ 1 ¥ 

(ii) Suppose that b > d</J ( －一一＋一一＋一一）, where, as in the proof of Corollary 2.14, <jJ(t) = 
Lα＋1 d 4d) 

tn+2 ' (a+1)2 ( d 9¥n+2 
一一一－ (this condition is satisfied provided that b ＞一一一一｜一一ー＋一 l ). Then X CV, 
(t -1)2、 d ＼α＋ 1 8) 

where V C JP>N, dim V ＝η ＋ 1, degV ＝ιis a variety of minimal degree. 

Th回 rem4.2 largely reduces (at least for big d) the gener心 problemof bounding classes組 dBetti 
numbers to the special case of subvarieties of codim巴nsionone in varieties of minimal degree. Since the 
structure of varieties of minimal degree is well known (with a couple of exceptions, they are rational 
normal scrolls), this last problem is not hard to solve, and thus, at least when the degree is large 
enough, one c組 getboth sharp bounds for classes and Betti numbers and nice bounds generalizing 
Theorems 2.14 and 3.9 to varieties of arbitrary codimension. We do not go into details here. 

Remark 4.3. 
I dl f Id I¥ 

(i) Taking岨 irreduciblesmooth subvariety of the form X ～1-IH+ ( dー α｜一I) F, where 
l日 I ¥ IαI I 

yn+i c JPN is a rational normal scroll (of degree α）， and H and F are, respectively, its 
hype叩lanesection and fiber lP'n c V, one sees that the bounds for classes μ;(X）組 dBetti 
numbers bn(X）叩 db(X) given in sections 2叩 d3 are “asyτnptotically”best possible. However 
this is not the case for the bounds for the other Betti nurr伽 sb;(X). As an example, consider 
the case i = 1. In fact, if the sectional genus of Xis high enough, then 丘omthe Halphen-Harris 

theorem it follows that X is a codimension one subvariety in a variety of minimal degree, from 
which and the Lefschetz theorem it is easy to infer that X is regular provided that n > 1. 

（込） Let bー（X)= L b;(X) = b(X) -bn(X) be山 sumof all Betti numbersぱ X except恥

2ヲ~n

middle one. Then from the results of section 3 it follows that b_ ( X）三b(X')+ bn-1 (X) :S 

b(X') ＋丸一1(X')< 2b(X') is bounded by a polynomi叫 ofthe form dP(:!.), where P is an 
α 

explicitly given polynomial of degree n -1 with leading coefficient 2 (if dis large with respect 
to a, then one E卸 simplytake P(t) = 2tnー1).On the other hand, in view of (i), it is impossible 

to give a bound of this form for the middle Betti number. In other words, if the degree and 
the total Betti number of a variety訂 elarge, then the contribution of all homologies except 
the middle one to the total Betti number is much less th加 thatof the middle homology. More 

generally, if b_1 ＝乞九thenb_z(X) = b_1(X仏whereXi= XnL, L c JP>N, dimL = N -l 

li-nj>I 

is a general linear subspace, and，紅guingas above, we see that, for d large with respect to a, 
〆，、 n-! 1 

b-1(X）壬2d( ~） 
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Here we only briefly discuss自om日extensionsand generalizations of the abov巴results.Fiτst of all, 
while we considered only complex al広日braicvarieties, using the ふadic時talecohomology theory, most of 
the results c加 beextended to v削除tiesover an arbitrary algebraically closed field. On the other hand‘ 
most of our results (except those for individual Betti numbers) also日xtendto real algebraic varieties; 
this is the topic of a joint pap日rin preparation with V. Kharlamov [Kh♂a]. 

Our method of proving th日boundsfm、Bettinumbers in section 3 is ultimately based on Castelnuovo’$ 
bound for curves (cf. Ex畑 ple2.4) from which we derive, using the Hodge index theorem, bounds for 
the degrees of selfintersections of ramification divisor and class昭8・Thusit is desirable to get better 
understanding of these basic tools. It turns out that both Castelnuovo’s bound組 dHodge’s theorem 
are consequences of a gen君主altheory yielding an upp佼 boundfor the dimension of th坦ambi宕ntspace 
of primiti亨♀ familiesof in 
el告畦暫her壱

－ Classes, ramification degrees, and Betti numbers are only special examples of numerical inむariants
of algebraic varieties. Important凹 amplesof such invariants are given by Chern numbers cr(X), where 
I is a multiindex of weight n （。必 cj'＝土（Kπ）皿dCn = e) and Hodge numbers hP久0三p,q三n,

~ + q = n. For each of these （削dother) numerical invariants, one can consider the problem of finding 
its maximal value on the class of nonsingular nondegenerate proj肘 ti刊 varietiesof given dimension nう

codimensionαand degree d and describing the varieties on the boundary. Also, it is desirable to study 
th日relationshipbetween th日seinvariants. Using the theory of Chern clas日目sof nef vector bundles and 
a more detailed study of polar classes, we show that, at least for d large enough, maximization of all 
th巴 abovenumerical invariants lead日tocodimension one subvarieties of va:τieties of minimal degr例．

,Jn+l ,Jn十1

Fu地位・more,for工naェimalvarieties lc1I ～云~（regard!出 off）叫ん押す～ °＇P言τ， whereαp is 

the volume of the p-th slice of the unit伊÷1)-di滋 ensionalcube by 泌総gralhyperplanes orthogonal to 
lc1I , hP，η－p 

the main diagonal. Mor君。vert加 quotients一一（r毛布一一一） are arbitrar泣ydos日 to1 (resp. to匂）’ bn ＼・ bπ
／，、 n

部 soonas bn is st蜘 ientlylarge with民 spectto I~ ｝ 

We proceed with listing a few open prnblems. 

1) It is desirable to extend our r日suitsto varieties v.-ith arbitrary sin♂ilarities. Unfortunately, this 
is not easy, particula:rly in th時caseof Betti numbers, becaus日noLefschetz or Morse theory for 
singular varieties good for our purposes seems to be available. Castelnuovo theory for sin♂ilar 
curves is as good as for nonsingular ones provided that the伊ometricgenus is r巴placedby the 
arithmetic one. In high暗rdimensions, the geometric genus is a birational invariant, and so 
Harris did not have to as仙波ienonsingularity in [Har］.恥町民民間msharder to deal with 
th芭豆odgenumbers hp,q for p, q > 0. 

2) As pointをdout in Remark 1.11, it would bをnic壱 toget a proof of Lefsch君主z'shard theorem“on 
the level of complexes＇’ which would str舘 gthenit just as Theorem 1.3 strengthens Lefschetz’話
we必Etheorem. 

3) As pointed out in Remark 4.3 (ii), the bound for the Betti n肌 herbi of a nondegenerate 
nonsingular complex variety xn c IP'N obtained in Theorem 3.2, (ii) fails to be asymptotically 
sharp if zく n.In fact, while, by Lefschetz's theorem b;(X) is dominated by b;(X1o) for kどh
one usually has a strict inequality b;(X;) > bi(X). Thus it is desirable to obtain sh岬（or
asymptotically sharp) in叫1叫 itiesfor the individual B飢tinumbers other th加 themiddle on日
and classify the varieties on the boundary. In particular, on日wouldlike to bound the irregularity 
of complex projective varieti骨sof given dimension, codimension叩 ddegree. By Lefschetz’s 
theory, this problem reduces to the case of surfaces. There are reasons to believe that the 
bound in q配 stionis roughly twice better th組 Castelnuovo’sbound for curves. 

More generally, on思wouldlike to g壱tsharp bounds fo主主h母Hodgenumbers hP宝守 withp＋守＝

i <n. 
4) It is desirable to und号rstandbetter the as戸時toticbehavior of projectiv1告 1智 治 問 andin 

particular the condition bn being large with respect to d:" playing an import組 trole in stydying 
the behavior of numerical invariants (cf. above; the behavior of invaria瓜sof 'lower weight，’ such 
as bi for iく n,is probably controlled by lower powers of d，日uchas di). For example, a出 trary
complete intersections of lar伊 degreeclearly have this prop位rty,and it might be worthwhile to 
study it台omthe point of view of linkage. 

There is also some evidence that, asymptotically, the partition of unity by the 'Betti weights' 

与0三p三山non日ingu

ιp，肉－p

b is also close to the partitionαp iふ tothe partition of unity by the宮 odgeweights' :.::....:--
5 3υn  
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of the corr巴spondingnonsingular complex projective variety (the complex conjugation duality 

hp,n-p(Xc) = hn P伊（Xe)corresponds七hento the Poincare duality bp(XR) ＝丸一p(XR)).It is 

desirable to understand the connection between these two theories. 

5) It would be nice to貧困 boundsfor Betti numbers (and, possibly, for analogs of classes and 

other numerical invariants) for subvarieties of abelian varieties, subvarieties of toric varieties 

and, maybe, subvarieties of other special varieties. 
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